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Abstract We discuss observations of the journey throughout the Solar System of a large interplanetary
coronal mass ejection (ICME) that was ejected at the Sun on 14 October 2014. The ICME hit Mars on 17
October, as observed by the Mars Express, Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN Mission (MAVEN), Mars
Odyssey, and Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) missions, 44 h before the encounter of the planet with the
Siding-Spring comet, for which the space weather context is provided. It reached comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, which was perfectly aligned with the Sun and Mars at 3.1 AU, as observed by
Rosetta on 22 October. The ICME was also detected by STEREO-A on 16 October at 1 AU, and by Cassini in the
solar wind around Saturn on the 12 November at 9.9 AU. Fortuitously, the New Horizons spacecraft was also
aligned with the direction of the ICME at 31.6 AU. We investigate whether this ICME has a nonambiguous
signature at New Horizons. A potential detection of this ICME by Voyager 2 at 110–111 AU is also discussed.
The multispacecraft observations allow the derivation of certain properties of the ICME, such as its large
angular extension of at least 116°, its speed as a function of distance, and its magnetic field structure at four
locations from 1 to 10 AU. Observations of the speed data allow two different solar wind propagation models
to be validated. Finally, we compare the Forbush decreases (transient decreases followed by gradual
recoveries in the galactic cosmic ray intensity) due to the passage of this ICME at Mars, comet 67P, and Saturn.

1. Context

The study presented here was motivated by the analysis of Mars Express data acquired during the flyby of the
Siding Spring comet on 19 October 2014 [e.g., Svedhem et al., 2014; Gurnett et al., 2015]. A preliminary
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assessment of the Analyzer of Space Plasmas and Energetic Neutral Atoms (ASPERA-3) instrument on board
Mars Express data showed that the Mars upper atmosphere was disturbed during that time, most likely due
to a solar wind event, making the analysis of the comet-related effects more complex than anticipated. It was
therefore decided to search for possible solar wind structures that could have been present at Mars during
that period. An interesting and powerful coronal mass ejection (CME) candidate was found, which erupted
from Solar Active Region 12192 on 14 October 2014 at around 18:30 UT. The journey of this interplanetary
CME (ICME) is studied in detail with in situ data sets acquired by no less than eight spacecraft and one
Mars rover. The ICME not only impacted the red planet but also the STEREO-A spacecraft, comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (comet 67P hereinafter), Saturn, and possibly New Horizons on its way to
Pluto. The paper describes the propagation of this ICME out to 32 astronomical units (AU). In addition,
Voyager 2 was near 111 AU traveling roughly in the same direction as New Horizons, and we investigate
whether the ICME was also observed by this spacecraft in late March 2016.

Similar multispacecraft studies of ICME propagation have been recently published [e.g., Rouillard et al., 2016,
Prise et al., 2015; Moestl et al., 2015] or indirectly inferred in the past by successive enhancements of the
planetary auroral activity throughout the solar system [e.g., Prangé et al., 2004]. However, the propagation
of solar wind events in the outer heliosphere is still poorly understood. The originality of the present study
resides in the good alignment of many spacecraft in the solar system with the direction of the ICME,
allowing a comparison between observational data and propagation models. This gives us the opportunity
to provide further insight into ICME propagation at large distances, such as the evolution of its magnetic
structure or its speed profile. In addition, the observations provide an excellent opportunity to assess the
effects of this ICME on planetary space weather, an emerging discipline [e.g., Plainaki et al., 2016; Lilensten
et al., 1914].

The passage of an ICME may result in a sudden and steep depression in the intensity of galactic cosmic rays
(GCR). This phenomenon is called a “Forbush decrease” (FD) and is typically measured by ground-based
neutron monitors on Earth [e.g., Forbush, 1938; Lockwood, 1971; Cane, 2000]. Its importance here lies in the
fact that it indirectly provides information about the propagation of ICMEs throughout the solar system, such
as the magnetic field structure, the kinematic properties, and the radial extent of the ICME. In this study, FDs
generated by the passage of the ICME introduced above are identified at Mars, comet 67P, Saturn, and
Voyager 2. Comparison of their characteristics provides valuable information on the evolution of the ICME
with heliocentric distance and its interaction with the solar wind.

2. Propagation of the Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejection: From the Sun to
New Horizons

Figure 1 shows the positions of the planets on 14 October 2014, where the inner solar system up to comet
67P is displayed in (a), the outer solar system up to Pluto orbit is in (b), and the outer solar system up to
the Voyager 2 position is in (c). In this section, we first discuss a CME that was observed on this day. In each
of the following subsections, we then assess whether the ICME associated with this CME hits several solar
system bodies and spacecraft. The in situ observations are described in each subsection, and the
corresponding arrival times are provided in Table 1. Moreover, the predictions of two different solar wind
propagation models are also given in Table 1 to support the data analysis. Finally, in order to simplify the text,
each of the instruments used in this study is described briefly in the Appendix A.

2.1. CME Ejection

The 14 October 2014 CME was associated with an M1.1 (start time: 18:21 UT) solar X-ray flare in active region
12192 located 13° below the solar equator that was closely followed by a long duration M2.2 (19:07 UT) flare
from the same active region. Since the flares were still behind the east limb as seen from Earth, the X-rays
were partially occulted. As Active Region 12192 rotated across the solar disk, it became the largest sunspot
group observed in the last 24 years [Sun et al., 2015]. However, despite producing many major flares, this
CME was the only large eruption originating from this active region, and for this reason it has been a topic
of several studies [Thalmann et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015]. Figure 2 summarizes several solar
observations around the time of the CME. Figure 2a shows the solar disk at a wavelength of 131 ångström
as imaged by Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) [Pesnell et al., 2012] Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA)
[Lemen et al., 2012] at 21:27 UT. The eruption seen above the east limb (left-hand part of the images) started
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at around 18:30 UT and was followed by bright posteruption loops near the active region that continued to
increase in height and persisted for more than a day, as discussed in detail by West and Seaton [2015] using
data from the Project for On Board Autonomy 2 (PROBA-2) satellite (Figure 2c). Figure 2f shows the Lyman-
Alpha Radiation Monitor (LYRA) time series observations from PROBA-2 using aluminum and zirconium
filters, where the CME ejection on 14 October at 18:30 UT and an extended period with high level of
irradiance in both filters are clearly observed. The CME was first observed at 18:48 UT on 14 October by
the SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) [Domingo et al., 1995] Large Angle and Spectrometric
Coronagraph Experiment (LASCO) [Brueckner et al., 1995]. Figure 2b shows an image from the C2
coronagraph at 20:48 UT, while Figure 2d shows an image of the Sun taken by STEREO-A Sun Earth
Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI)/Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI) at 21:39
UT. Note that the CME was ejected above the western limb (right-hand part of the images) as viewed
from STEREO-A, located at 169° longitude (Heliocentric Earth Equatorial coordinates, HEEQ) in superior
solar conjunction with respect to the Earth (see Figure 1). At this location, STEREO-A was working in a
limited operational mode, and it was not possible to obtain a sequence of images covering the entire
CME ejection. Nevertheless, a large posteruptive loop system is present in the solar corona in the
available images, which lasted for the next 48 h [West and Seaton, 2015]. This view from behind the Sun
also allows us to further constrain the direction of the nose of the CME. Unfortunately, there are no
observations from STEREO-B to help infer the CME trajectory because contact was lost with this
spacecraft on 1 October 2014.

The Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS) [Thernisien et al., 2006, 2009] model was used to fit the 3-D propagation
of the CME using multipoint white light coronagraph observations from STEREO A and LASCO assuming a
magnetic flux rope topology (Figure 2e). The three-dimensional CME parameters were derived at a height
of 21.5 solar radii (R⨀) (the inner boundary of the ENLIL model, to be discussed in section 2.2), specifically
a speed of 850 ± 200 km/s, in a direction of �120° ± 30° longitude and �11° ± 5° latitude and a full angular
width of 106° ± 10°, all in HEEQ coordinates. The direction and width of the CME are represented by the dash-
dotted line sector in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Planet positions on 14 October 2014. (a) Inner solar system out to comet 67P position. (b) Outer solar system out to Pluto orbit. (c) Full solar system out to
Voyager 2 position. In all the panels, the reference frame is J2000. Planets are identified in the legend andwith a label in each panel, the gray lines indicate the orbit of
each planet, the dash-dotted blue line highlights the alignment of Mars and comet 67P, and the dash-dotted black sector indicates the width of the ICME with
respect to the solar system. The ICME did not hit Earth. Around the CME ejection time, Venus was at 0.72 AU from the Sun, at 174° longitude,�3.3° latitude. STEREO-A
was at 0.96 AU from the Sun, at 169° longitude, �6.2° latitude. Mars was at 1.4 AU from the Sun, �82° longitude, 3.3° latitude. On 22 October 2014, Rosetta was
at 3.1 AU from the Sun, �88° longitude, �1.5° latitude. On the 12 November 2014, Cassini was at 9.9 AU from the Sun, �174° longitude, �0.3° latitude. In late
January 2015, New Horizons was at 31.5 AU from the Sun, and�117° longitude, 5.3° latitude. All the coordinates are given in the Heliocentric Earth Equatorial (HEEQ)
reference system.
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Table 1. ICME Propagation Timeline

Date and Time (UT) Heliocentric Distance (AU)

Sun Launch of the CME 14 Oct 2014 T18:30

Venus Putative arrival time from Venus Express housekeeping data 16 Oct 2014 T07:19 0.72
CME associated shock/compression from WSA-ENLIL + Cone 16 Oct 2014 T09:00
CDPP propagation tool prediction 16 Oct 2014 T07:12

STEREO-A STEREO-A shock detection 16 Oct 2014 T20:00 0.96
CME associated shock/compression from WSA-ENLIL + Cone 17 Oct 2014 T00:00
CDPP propagation tool prediction 16 Oct 2014 T20:57

Mars CME detection with Mars Express ASPERA data 17 Oct 2014 T15:45–22:50 1.41
CME detection with MAVEN magnetometer data 17 Oct 2014 T22:53
FD onset with MSL RAD data (Plastic detector) 17 Oct 2014 T20:09
FD onset with HEND Mars Odyssey (DHD medium detector) 17 Oct 2014 T18:15
CME associated shock/compression from WSA-ENLIL + Cone 18 Oct 2014 T00:00
CDPP propagation tool prediction 17 Oct 2014 T22:51

Comet 67P CME detection with Rosetta magnetometer data 22 Oct 2014 T16:30 3.13
CME detection with Rosetta ion data (solar wind proton energy) 22 Oct 2014 T17:24
FD onset with Rosetta SREM data (Channel 6) 22 Oct 2014 T14:24
CME associated shock/compression from WSA-ENLIL + Cone 22 Oct 2014 T09:30
CDPP propagation tool prediction 22 Oct 2014 T17:00

Saturn CME detection with Cassini-Huygens magnetometer data 12 Nov 2014 T18:55 9.94
FD onset with Cassini-Huygens MIMI data 12 Nov 2014 T17:30
CME associated shock/compression from WSA-ENLIL + Cone 15 Nov 2014 T12:00
CDPP propagation tool prediction 12 Nov 2014 T16:09

New Horizons Time window based on solar wind speed (see text) 18 Jan to 14 Feb 2015 31.49
Possible detection of the ICME in the SWAP data 21–29 Jan 2015
CME associated shock/compression from WSA-ENLIL + Cone, prediction

for the distance of NH (see text)
8 Feb 2015

CDPP propagation tool prediction for 31.5 AU 24 Jan 2015

Voyager 2 Possible MIR detection in the dynamic pressure and GCR data sets Late Mar 2016 111.06

Figure 2. CME ejected on 14 October 2014 at ~18:30 UT. (a) SDO AIA image taken at 21:27 UT with 131 Å filter. (b) SOHO image from LASCO C2 taken at 20:48 UT.
(c) PROBA-2 SWAP image taken at 07:40 UT on 15 October 2014. (d) STEREO-A SECCHI image at 21:39 UT using 195 Å filter. (e) GCSmodel fits to the LASCO C3 image.
(f) (different temporal scale) PROBA-2/LYRA time series of solar radiation measured by the aluminum and zirconium filter channels. The red arrow in Figures 2a, 2c,
and 2d indicates the CME source location. Note that STEREO-A is on the opposite side of the Sun from the Earth (Figure 1).
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2.2. Wang-Sheeley-Arge-ENLIL + Cone Model

To study the interplanetary propagation of this ICME, we use the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA)-ENLIL + Cone
model available from the Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC). The global 3-D MHD ENLIL
model provides a time-dependent description of the background solar wind plasma andmagnetic field using
the WSA coronal model [Arge and Pizzo, 2000; Arge et al., 2004] as input at an inner boundary of 21.5 R⨀
[Odstrcil et al., 1996, 2004; Odstrcil and Pizzo, 1999a, 1999b; Odstrcil, 2003]. A series of synoptic solar
magnetic field maps derived from magnetograms are used as input to WSA-ENLIL as a basis for a
time-dependent background solar wind simulation. ENLIL version 2.8 was used in this work, with a time-
dependent inner boundary constructed from a series of daily input WSA synoptic maps, each computed from
a new Global Oscillation Network Group [Harvey et al., 1996] daily synoptic “QuickReduce” magnetogram
every 24 h at the ENLIL inner boundary.

Generally, a CME disturbance is inserted in the WSA-ENLIL model as slices of a homogeneous spherical
plasma cloud with uniform speed, density, and temperature as a time-dependent inner boundary condition
at 21.5 R⨀ with an unchanged background magnetic field. This modeling system does not simulate CME
initiation but uses the kinematic properties of CMEs inferred from coronagraphs to model a CME-like hydro-
dynamic structure that simulates the effect of the pileup of the plasma and magnetic field ahead of the CME,
but not the effects of the CME flux rope. The CME parameters used for the model input are as follows: radial
speed 1015 km/s, longitude �150°, latitude �12°, and full width 116°. These values were chosen from the
range of GCS measurements that best reproduce in situ observations. The parameters are within the error
bar range of GCS measurements (section 2.1), and simulations initialized with these parameters produced
output with a reasonable match to in situ observations at Mars, STEREO A [Kaiser, 2005], and Rosetta
[Glassmeier et al., 2007b].

For ICME propagation out to Saturn, a medium resolution (2°) simulation was performed on a spherical grid
size of 1920 × 60 × 180 (r, θ, ϕ), with a range of 0.1– to 10.1 AU in radius (r), �60° to +60° in latitude (θ), and
�180° to 180° in longitude (ϕ), all in HEEQ coordinates. The outer boundary was extended to include Pluto
for an experimental low-resolution (4°) simulation on a spherical grid size of 6720 × 20 × 90 (r, θ, ϕ), with a
range of 0.1 to 35 AU in radius (r), �40° to +40° in latitude (θ), and �180° to 180° in longitude (ϕ). The simu-
lation period of 14 October 2014 to 14 April 2015 included 138 CMEs with speeds above 500 km/s and full
angular widths above 50° from the web-accessible Database of Notifications Knowledge Information
(https://kauai.ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/DONKI/) that is populated by CCMCs Space Weather Research Center
team. The ENLIL model extended to 35 AU has not been modified to include the drag effect from pickup
ions or the enhancement of the wind mass density due to photoionization of neutral hydrogen entering
the heliosphere from the interstellar medium, both of which play a role in ICME propagation at these
distances. Figure 3 displays results of the simulation, in particular, the global heliospheric solar wind speed
together with the magnetic field polarity and field lines, at the locations of interest for this study. ICMEs are
outlined in black.

2.3. The CDPP Propagation Tool

In addition to the WSA-ENLIL + Cone model, the propagation of the ICME was assessed with the online tool
developed by the Centre de Données de la Physique des Plasmas (CDPP propagation tool, http://propaga-
tiontool.cdpp.eu/). In this tool, the times of propagation between different points are based on simple ana-
lytic ballistic calculations combining radial propagation [Rouillard et al., 2016] with the drag-based model
[Vršnak et al., 2013]. The propagation tool has been used in numerous studies to analyze solar wind structures
and solar energetic particles (SEPs) in the inner heliosphere [Plotnikov et al., 2016; Rouillard et al., 2016;
Sanchez-Diaz et al., 2017; Salas-Matamoros et al., 2016; Génot et al., 2014]. This article evaluates the accuracy
of the tool for the first time in the outer heliosphere. The tool also offers visualization of heliospheric imaging
to evaluate the accuracy of the propagation model used. Unfortunately, in this case, the STEREO spacecraft
were transiting behind the Sun at the time and did not record any solar wind images that could be exploited
in this way. The tool was therefore run in its simplest mode with the following parameters (required by the
online interface): start of the event on 14 October 2014 at 18:30 UT; the source is at 230° (Carrington longi-
tude); the Heliocentric Aries Ecliptic (HAE) longitude is 248.5°; the longitudinal extension of the CME is
116°, its initial speed is 880 km/s; the drag model uses a drag coefficient of 10�8 km�1, consistent with
Cargill [2004] and Vršnak and Zic [2007]; and a constant ambient solar wind speed of 500 km/s, consistent
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Figure 3. Stills of the solar wind velocity in the ecliptic plane from aWSA-ENLIL + Conemodel simulation showing the ICME
propagation, selected at the times of ICME closest approach to Venus, STEREO-A, Mars, comet 67P, Saturn, and New
Horizons. The full simulations are available at http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov; run numbers Leila_Mays_092716_SH_1 and
Leila_Mays_100116_SH_1. The colors represent the speed, as indicated in the color scale.
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with the WSA-ENLIL + Cone solar wind simulation values. We note that this tool does not consider a variable
ambient solar wind speed as input, but the results depend on a variable velocity with distance as a drag
coefficient is included. Moreover, the motion of planets and probes along their orbits that may occur
during the CME’s propagation is accounted for in the derivation of impact times. Figure 4 shows a
representation of the resulting ICME width and propagation direction up to 3 AU (Rosetta location)
obtained with this tool. The rainbow-colored sector represents the propagation direction and extent of
the ICME and is similar to the ENLIL result shown in Figure 1. The CDPP propagation tool and the WSA-
ENLIL + Cone model used different speeds as inputs. These parameters were chosen to produce the
best agreement with ICME arrival times but are within the error range of the GCS measurements
(section 2.1).

2.4. STEREO-A and Venus

Figure 1 shows that STEREO-A and Venus were at similar longitudes and hence might have been expected to
have observed similar solar wind structures related to the eastern flank of the ICME. The ICME-associated
shock was observed at STEREO-A on 16 October 2014 at 20:15 UT. Figure 5 shows the STEREO-A beaconmag-
netic field data from In situ Measurements of Particles and CME Transients (IMPACT) [Luhmann et al., 2008]
and the solar wind proton speed, density, and temperature from PLAsma and SupraThermal Ion
Composition (PLASTIC) [Galvin et al., 2008]. During this time STEREO-A was in a lower telemetry state, and
the beacon data were written to the onboard recorder. These data were later downloaded in January 2016
when normal operations resumed, providing retrospective coverage of this period. The speed, density, tem-
perature, andmagnetic field strength all show the increases characteristic of a fast forward shock that arrived
at 20:15 UT on 16 October. There is evidence of an ICME with a magnetic cloud configuration [e.g., Klein and
Burlaga, 1982] starting on 17 October at 20:00 UT (light gray shading). In particular, there are rotations inmag-
netic field components until around 19 October at 06:00 UT, with an average magnetic field magnitude of
15 nT and a maximum of 20 nT. The speed increased from around 300 km/s to 500 km/s on shock arrival
and further increased, to ~650 km/s, in the sheath region (dark gray shading) between the shock and
ICME. Themagnetic field magnitude reached 35 nT in the sheath and averaged 15 nT in the ICME, with a max-
imum of 20 nT. Observation of magnetic cloud-like features near the expected flank of the ICME is perhaps
surprising and suggests that the ICME may have extended further to the east than suggested by modeling.

Figure 4. Output of the CDPP propagation tool. The ICME in rainbow colors is shown here until ~3 AU (Rosetta and
comet 67P are just outside, on the left side). This view shows the ICME hitting Venus, STEREO-A and STEREO-B, Mars,
and Rosetta. The extent of the CME was set to 116°, in order to be able to hit Mars on one side and STEREO-A on the
other side. The red circular sector indicates by default the STEREO-A field of view. The color bar is an indication of the
varying heliocentric distance.
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The shock and ICMEmight have been expected to have been detected earlier at the Venus Express spacecraft
[Svedhem et al., 2009], which was in orbit around Venus from 2006 to January 2015. Unfortunately, the
payload was switched off since this spacecraft was also in superior conjunction. Reviewing the housekeeping
parameters, the star tracker background showed changes on 16 October around 7:00 UT. A star tracker can be
overwhelmed by excessive proton radiation accelerated by an ICME-driven shock, so the background current,
in case of large events, can be used as an indication of the passage of an ICME. However, it is not possible to
conclude firmly that the changes in the Venus Express star tracker background were related to the passage of
the shock of this ICME.

Figure 5. Solar wind observations of the shock (black vertical line) and ICME arrival at STEREO-A from the IMPACT/PLASTIC
instruments. (top to bottom) Speed, density, magnetic field components in the RTN coordinate system, and temperature
of the solar wind. “Beacon” stands for onboard processed beacon data which are not validated and is primarily intended
for space weather near-time forecasting; “L2” stands for the 1-D Maxwellian Level 2 data (in yellow) which have been
validated and are processed on the ground using data with high statistics and low dead times. “Tex” stands for the
expected temperature (in magenta).
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The WSA-ENLIL + Cone model output (Figure 3) indicates that the northeastern portion of the ICME would
have been expected to arrive at Venus at 09:00 UT on 16 October 2014 and at STEREO-A at 00:00 UT on 17
October 2014, while the CDPP propagation tool predicts an impact at Venus and Stereo-A at 07:12 UT
and 20:57 UT, respectively, on 16 October. Both model predictions agree reasonably well with the observed
(16 October 20:15 UT) arrival time of the shock at STEREO-A, with the WSA-ENLIL + Cone model predicting
an arrival nearly 4 h later than the actual arrival time, while the CDPP tool prediction was only 42 min
behind. The changes in the Venus Express housekeeping parameters around 07:00 UT are also consistent
with the predicted arrival times at Venus.

2.5. Mars

Figure 6 shows observations at Mars made by the Mars Express, MAVEN, and Mars Odyssey missions and by
the Curiosity rover on theMartian surface that are indicative of the arrival of the ICME and its associated shock
on 17 October 2014. In particular, Figures 6a and 6b show the components and magnitude of the magnetic
field, respectively, observed by MAVEN; the periodic intensity peaks correspond to the periapsis of its orbit. At
22:53:48 UT (indicated by the arrow), MAVEN was located in the magnetosheath of Mars near the terminator
and detected a clear disturbance, whose signatures include an enhancement of the magnetic field by a factor

Figure 6. Observations of the shock/ICME arrival at Mars as detected by Mars Express, MAVEN, MSL, andMars Odyssey. Note that the timescales of Figures 6a–6d and
6e–6h are different to give the best possible display of each data set. (a and b) Components and magnitude of the magnetic field from MAVEN. The periodic peaks
correspond to the periapsis of its orbit. (c) Ion Flux of SEP (30–1000 keV) from MAVEN. (d) Dynamic pressure estimated from MAVEN. All the MAVEN data come
from the magnetosheath since the spacecraft was not in the solar wind during this time. (e and f) Density and speed of the solar wind, respectively, measured
by Mars Express purely in the solar wind. The color code along the abscises shows data flags (applicable to both panels), where black stands for no identified issues,
red for bad fit likely due to EUV contamination, and green for when the ASPERA-3 IMA instrument was running in a badly suited postacceleration level. (g) Proxies for
the GCR intensity measured by the HEND onMars Odyssey in orbit aroundMars. Two channels have been plotted, the Outer Scintillator (an anticoincidence detector)
in channels 9–16 (black) and the Derived HEND Data (DHD, red) in which a time-dependent correction has been applied to study only neutrons coming from
Mars and not produced at the spacecraft. Both data sets have been normalized with respect to the highest DHD value (at the onset event) in the interval of the figure
to compare with the percentage level of variation in GCR. (h) Proxy for the GCR intensity measured by the MSL on the surface of Mars. The green profile corresponds
to data from a plastic detector which works as an anticoincidence shield in the energy range 10–100 MeV. (i) Zoom-in on MAVENmagnetic field data (Figures 6a and
6b together) at the arrival time of the ICME at Mars, to facilitate identification of the time of the ICME arrival (Table 1). The arrow indicates the ICME arrival.
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of 1.6 (from ~15 nT to ~25 nT) with respect to the previous magnetosheath orbit passage. There was also a
substantial increase in the dynamic pressure in the Martian magnetosheath (Figure 6d) that lasted for at least
three MAVEN orbits. Mars Express was also located in the magnetosheath, farther downstream from MAVEN,
at this time. Despite the coarser temporal resolution of the Mars Express data, increases in the solar wind
density by a factor of ~2 and the solar wind velocity from ~400 to ~700 km/s were clearly detected on 17
October (Figures 6e and 6f). However, it is difficult to discern the exact times of these changes because the
ASPERA-3 instrument was not in operation for several minutes. Taken together, these changes are indicative
of the arrival of the fast-forward ICME-associated shock at Mars. Interplanetary shocks may accelerate
energetic particles [e.g., Reames, 1999; Cane and Lario, 2006, and references therein], and indeed, the flux
of shock-accelerated 30–1000 keV ions observed by the solar energetic particle instrument on MAVEN was
significantly enhanced around the time of shock arrival (Figure 6c). In particular, the highest ion fluxes are
reasonably consistent with the inferred arrival time of the shock. A typical, gradual decline overmore than 3 days
follows the shock. Other evidence of the arrival of the shock is the FD in the GCR fluxes evident in the
observations from theMars Odyssey HEND detector and theMSL-RAD instrument in Figures 6g and 6h. As noted
above, FDs are frequently indicative of the passage of shocks and ICMEs, and here the onset of the decrease
late on 17 October is consistent with the inferred arrival time of the shock at Mars. The ~20% decrease in the
GCR signal during this FD was one of the deepest observed at Mars, and this suggests that the ICME as well as
the shock may have encountered Mars, contributing to the FD. The FD will be discussed further in section 3.

As mentioned in the first section, the analysis of the effects of the flyby of comet Siding Spring on the Martian
plasma system [Tricarito et al., 2014] was the original motivation for this study. The closest approach of the
comet to Mars occurred on 19 October, only 44 h after the main body of the ICME transited Mars. Thus, at
the time of closest approach, the Martian plasma system was still recovering from the ICME impact, while
the solar wind passing Mars remained significantly disturbed, as evident in the SEP profiles, the Forbush
decrease ending, and the elevated solar wind speeds. We can conclude that, unfortunately, the influence of
this ICMEmasked, to some extent, the comet flyby science. Despite this, Espley et al. [2015] noted several mag-
netic signatures on 19 October that they attributed to the comet and not the ICME.

Regarding ICME propagation models, the CDPP tool predicts an impact at Mars at 22:51 UT on 17 October
2014, in almost perfect agreement with shock arrival time inferred from the MAVENmagnetometer measure-
ments. The WSA-ENLIL + Cone model predicts an arrival time on 18 OCT 2014 at 0:00 UT, only 1 h later than
the observed arrival time. Figure 3 (middle left) suggests that the far western flank of the ICME arrived at Mars
within a high-speed solar wind stream.

2.6. Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko

Figure 7 shows themagnetic field, radiation data and solar wind velocity measured by Rosetta at comet 67P at
3.1 AU from the Sun. Figures 7a and 7b show the magnetic field components and magnitude, respectively, as
measured by the Rosetta Plasma Consortium (RPC)-magnetometer (MAG) [Glassmeier et al., 2007a] instrument
onboard Rosetta. The magnetic field magnitude exhibits a sudden increase from 5 nT to 15 nT on 22 October
at 16:30 UT when the ICME-driven interplanetary shock arrived at the comet. At that time, the Rosetta space-
craft was in a terminator orbit at 10 km distance from the comet nucleus mass center, and the coma was rela-
tively weak. Consistent with the arrival of the shock, Edberg et al. [2016] noted that a significant disturbance
was observed in all the Rosetta plasma instruments, including a sudden signal increase in the ion and electron
suprathermal sensor (~10–100 eV) of about 1 order of magnitude together with a general increase in energy
of the electrons and also a gradual increase of ~2 orders of magnitude in the ion composition analyzer solar
wind fluxes [see Edberg et al., 2016, Figure 4]. Figure 7d shows an expanded view of the magnetic field obser-
vations around this feature. Interestingly, there is an indication in the magnetic field intensity of a second
increase around an hour later that might be a further shock, making this a double shock suggestive of a
merging of multiple structures. Moreover, the By component reached 30–40 nT and maintained this level
for several hours. The shock and ICME arrival is also consistent with the FD observed in the radiation counts
from around ~14:30 UT (Figures 7c and 7e) which reached a maximum decrease of 20% after 2 days. Finally,
the proton speed (Figure 7f) exhibits a clear jump at 16:30 UT from 400 to 450 km/s, which is consistent with
all the previous observations. It was followed by a maximum speed of ~550 km/s about 4 h later.

Edberg et al. [2016] have suggested that the signatures in Figure 7 might be interpreted as the ICME merging
with a Stream Interaction Region (SIR). The WSA-ENLIL + Cone simulation (Figure 3, middle right) indicates
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that the SIR was just ahead of the western flank of the ICME which was interacting with the trailing part of the
high-speed solar stream. Therefore, we expect the ICME to be entrained in the high-speed stream. Figure 2e of
Edberg et al. [2016] seems to support this interpretation. Observations shown in Figure 7 may indicate that the
first jump in velocity and magnetic field at 16:30 UT could have been the forward SIR edge (or possibly the SIR-
driven shock), and the second jump at ~17:30 UT could have been the ICME still inside the SIR (or possibly the
ICME-driven shock). Moreover, the large FD observed by Rosetta (Figure 7c) suggests the passage of a large
ICME, and in addition, as described later, the ICME also hit Saturn some weeks later. However, we note that a
SIR also can produce a FD [e.g., Richardson, 2004]. Figure 7c indicates that the GCR decrease started before
the large jump in magnetic field at ~17:30 UT. Therefore, it could be that the stream ahead of the shock/ICME
produced the starting point of the decrease, and then, the ICME passage produced the deep decrease.

The arrival time predicted by the CDPP propagation tool is 17:00 UT on 22 October 2014, only half an hour
later than the arrival time of the shock arrival obtained from the magnetometer and plasma data. The
WSA-ENLIL + Cone model (Figure 3, middle right) shows the far western flank of the ICME arriving at
Rosetta on 22 October 2014 at 10:00 UT, a few hours earlier than the observed arrival.

2.7. Saturn

The ICME arrived at Saturn nearly 1 month after its eruption at the Sun, on the 12 November 2014.
Providentially, the Cassini spacecraft was immersed in the solar wind at this time, and the magnetometer
[Dougherty et al., 2004] detected the arrival of the associated shock at 18:55 UT, as shown in Figures 8a
and 8b, with an increase of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) strength from ~0.3 nT to 1.2 nT. This
increase is significant, as the typical IMF at Saturn is ~0.1 nT. From 18 to 21 November, a well-defined region
was observed that included a large rotation and enhancement in the magnetic field (up to 2 nT). We identify
this structure with the ICME, which includes a clear magnetic cloud structure. It appears to resemble the
“overexpanding” ICMEs, bounded by forward and reverse shocks, observed by the Ulysses spacecraft within
the orbit of Jupiter [e.g., Gosling et al., 1998], though this cannot be confirmed with just the magnetic field
observations. From 22 to 28 November, the magnetic field remained at ~1 nT and then returned to more
typical values of around 0.2–0.3 nT.

Passage of these structures was also evident in observations from other instruments on board Cassini. In
particular, a large FD (Figure 8c) was measured in the background of both the E4 and E6 channels of the

Figure 7. Observations of the ICME arrival at comet 67P by Rosetta. (a and b) Components andmagnitude of the magnetic field in CSEQ coordinates. Panel c: Rosetta
SREM data (channel 6). Note that the temporal scale is larger in this panel. (d and e) Zoom on themagnetic field (Figures 7a and 7b together) and (c) radiation data
at the arrival time of the ICME at comet 67P. (f) Proton speed measured by the ICA sensor.
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Low Energy Magnetospheric Measurement System (LEEMS) sensor [Krimigis et al., 2004] (the backgrounds are
dominated by GCRs, but it is not possible to determine their energy), starting at the arrival of the shock. The
declining phase of the FD lasted for ~5 days and two slopes are visible, between the shock and midday on 15
November, and from that time to the maximum cosmic ray depression. As will be discussed further in section
3, this change in slope is due to the transit of two different regions of the ICME (two-step FD). The first step on
12–15 November corresponds to the shock of the ICME structure. It was followed by a gradual decrease in the
GCR due to the ICME sheath passage, which lasted for 3 days. The second step occurred on 15–18 November
and coincided with the deepest point of the FD measured by LEMMS. In this case the FD slope is much
steeper than in the previous case, and it is associated with the passage of the ejectas of the ICME as
observed by the magnetometer and the LEMMS instrument (Figure 8). A rotation of the magnetic field
structure of the ICME (Figures 8a and 8b) is detected, which also matches with the large increase in proton
density of Figure 8d observed by LEMMS in the proton channel P2 (2280–4492 keV). From 18 to 22
November, during the recovery phase of the FD, a large well-defined configuration is observed that
corresponds to a large rotation and enhancement of the magnetic field (up to 2 nT). This structure is
identified as the flux rope part of the ICME, a magnetic cloud. This structure could host high-energy
particles traveling together with the ICME structure, as observed in the small increase in the GCR from
LEMMS. From 22 to 28 November the magnetic field remains at ~1 nT and goes back to normal conditions
after that with an average magnetic field value of 0.2–0.3 nT. The recovery phase of the FD was longer
than a month, suggesting that the shock and ICME modulated the GCR intensity over a wide region at the
distance of Saturn. A very similar event at 1 AU was reported in Blanco et al. [2013], although the event
duration was different, presumably due to the different heliocentric distances of Saturn and Earth.

The arrival time of the shock at Saturn at 18:55 UT on the 12 November closely coincides with the predictions
made by both model simulations. The CDPP propagation tool predicts an impact at Saturn at 16:09 UT on the
12 November 2014, only 2 h and 46 min before the observed shock arrival. The WSA-ENLIL + Cone model
predicts the arrival of the north and central portion of the ICME at 12:00 UT on 15 November and indicates
that the ICME would take at least 4 days to transit Saturn. However, this is likely to be a minimum because
the WSA-ENLIL + Cone model does not accurately model the structure of the ICME, and it is clear from
Figure 8 that the time of passage was much longer than this estimate.

Figure 8. Observations of the shock and ICME arrival at Saturn by the Cassini spacecraft. (a and b) Components andmagnitude of themagnetic field, respectively.
(c)Proxy for the GCR, obtained from the E4 and E6 channels of the LEMMS sensor. (d) LEMMS proton channel with energy 2.4–4.2 MeV. (e) Zoom on themagnetic field
data (Figures 8a and 8b together) to facilitate the identification of the arrival time of the ICME at Saturn (Table 1).
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2.8. New Horizons

In October 2014, the New Horizons spacecraft was upstream of Pluto, prior to closest approach on 14 July
2015 [Stern et al., 2015]. As discussed above, the ICME of interest in this paper passed Rosetta and since
the Rosetta-Sun-New Horizons angle was only ~20° (Figure 1) the ICME may also have encountered New
Horizons. Our first step was to estimate the time interval during which the ICME would reach New
Horizons. We assumed that the ICME cannot travel faster than the mean velocity between Rosetta and
Cassini (560 km/s, see Table 4) and also cannot travel slower than the lowest solar wind speed (~400 km/s)
measured by New Horizons in early 2015 (see Figure 9, which shows solar wind parameters from the Solar
Wind Around Pluto (SWAP) instrument [Elliott et al., 2016] including the energy per charge count rate spectro-
gram and the solar wind speed, density, temperature, and dynamic pressure for the period 31 December

Figure 9. New Horizons SWAP data. (a) Ion spectrogram, with the top and bottom traces representing alpha particles and
protons, respectively. (b–f) Solar wind density, speed, temperature, dynamic pressure, and ratio between the proton
temperature and the expected temperature, as a possible ICME indicator [Elliott et al., 2012]. When that ratio is below 0.5,
the interval could be an ICME. The period covers the first 80 days of 2015.
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2014 to 15 March 2015). This leads to an interval of 18 January to 14 February 2015 (day of year (DOY) 18–45)
in which to search for evidence of the ICME at New Horizons.

The identification of ICMEs in the New Horizons data is difficult because the state of an ICME at 30 AU is not
well understood as only a few missions have transited to such large heliocentric distances. An ICME may
maintain a distinct structure, as sometimes observed in the Voyager data [e.g., Wang and Richardson,
2004]; it may merge with other solar wind structures or be worn down and blend in with the background
wind. In our case, New Horizons is at about 47° (or ~25 AU) from the center of the ICME. Therefore, if the
spacecraft was hit by the ICME, it might have encountered its western flank where the signatures may be less
distinct than nearer its “nose.” In addition, there is no magnetometer aboard New Horizons, which makes
ICME identification more difficult.

There are two possible scenarios: the ICME was eroded en route and blended into the background solar wind,
such that no clear signature was observed in the New Horizons solar wind proton data, or the ICME missed
New Horizons because the center was directed toward Saturn, 47° away from New Horizons in longitude
and did not expand enough to hit the spacecraft. Since there is nomagnetometer, we were not able to search
for magnetic field rotations found in magnetic cloud flux ropes. This second scenario seems to be corrobo-
rated by the WSA-ENLIL + Cone simulation (Figure 3). The variability in the solar wind parameters is signifi-
cantly reduced with increasing distance beyond 10 AU [Richardson et al., 2006; Elliott et al., 2016]. However,
the signature of ICMEs, or a series of ICMEs, can at times be found at large distances as the Voyager and
Pioneer missions have demonstrated [e.g., Wang and Richardson, 2001, 2004; Paularena et al., 2001;
Richardson et al., 2002, 2006; Burlaga et al., 2005, 2007] and as auroral emissions at giant planets out to
20 AU have corroborated [e.g., Lamy et al., 2012]. On average, ICMEs expand by a factor of 5 in radial width
between 1 and 10–15 AU and maintain a constant width as they move beyond 15 AU [Richardson et al.,
2006]. At large distances in the outer heliosphere, ICMEs often form merged interaction regions (MIRs)
[e.g., Burlaga et al., 1985, Le Roux and Fichtner, 1999]. MIRs are defined as regions of enhanced magnetic field
and usually also have enhanced plasma speed and density; they have been observed in the heliosheath
beyond 100 AU [e.g., Richardson et al., 2016]. In order to compare with New Horizons observations, a good
example is the three ICMEs detection that Voyager 2 made in 1989 when it was transiting at about
28.2–29.3 AU from the Sun [Wang and Richardson, 2004], which is an analogous distance to New Horizons
in this study. Wang and Richardson [2004] observed three structures with radial widths of 0.68–4.54 AU from
observations of the helium abundance—an indicator of ICMEs—which are corroborated by magnetic field
observations where clear magnetic field enhancements and component rotations (flux ropes) are found.

In Figure 9, there is a clear forward shock or wave that reached New Horizons on DOY 068. However, the
enhanced solar wind speeds following the shock suggest that this shock reached New Horizons too late (with
respect to the time window defined in the introduction of this section) to be associated with the ICME that
previously encountered Venus, STEREO-A, Mars, comet 67P, and Saturn. Enhancements in the abundance
of solar wind helium ions also characterize some ICMEs, but we do not see any dramatic enhancements in
the amount of He++ in the ion spectrogram (Figure 9a). However, we do see a variety of short duration inter-
vals where the proton temperature is slightly low, but we do not see any sustained low proton temperature
intervals. To determine if the temperatures were low, we compare the measured temperature to the
expected temperature, as determined by using the solar wind speed and a formula derived by fitting a large
data set of proton speed and temperature measurements [e.g., Elliott et al., 2005, 2012]. The solar wind tem-
perature and speed are typically well correlated for both the fast and slow wind, but not during ICMEs where
the temperature is lower than in the ambient solar wind [Neugebauer and Snyder, 1966; Richardson and Cane,
1995; Elliott et al., 2005]. The longest extended low-temperature (Figure 9d) interval occurs prior to the DOY
068 shock and extends for many days after that date, but as mentioned earlier, this shock occurs too late so it
is unlikely to be related to the ICME of this study. We do see a distinct low-density interval on DOYs 025–029.
This low-density interval potentially could be an overexpanding region or a large pressure balanced struc-
ture. To determine the type of structure (magnetic cloud, for example) this low-density interval is, we would
need magnetic field measurements which we do not have on New Horizons. On DOY 019 of 2015, there is a
small rise in the speed from 400 to 430 km/s which is accompanied by a significant increase of ~30% in the
proton density and in the temperature on the DOY 021, and of ~25% in the thermal and dynamic pressures
on the same day. This enhancement is the largest one observed in the 4 month period of Figure 9 and the
sign of a compression which could be associated with a SIR, MIR, or ICME sheath. As stated before, on DOY
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025, a well-defined cavity is observed in
the proton density and in both thermal
and dynamic pressures. It is followed
by another small rise in speed from
420 to 445 km/s. It coincides also with
a drop in temperature that reaches a
minimum value of 6000 K for a day
and, after that, gradually increases until
the second edge of the cavity where
there was a sharp maximum of
40300 K, and then it goes back to the
average temperature of 10500 K. In the
absence of a magnetometer to corrobo-
rate this suggestion, we interpret these
structures as a possible sign of the pas-
sage of an ICME. Solar wind proton den-
sity often has a large enhancement
ahead of the fast ICME ejecta as the den-
sity is piled up by the motion of the

ICME through the background wind, creating a sheath. Then, during the passage of an overexpanding
ICME, the proton density and temperature tend to be relatively low as the magnetic pressure is dominant
inside the structure. Therefore, a density cavity, like the one observed on DOYs 025–029 by the SWAP instru-
ment, is a possible indicator of an overexpanding ICME or of a magnetic flux rope [e.g., Burlaga et al., 1981;
Burlaga and Behannon, 1982; Burlaga et al., 1987; Fuller et al., 2008; Byrne et al., 2010; Howard and DeForest,
2012; Webb and Howard, 2012; Manchester et al., 2014; Reisenfeld et al., 2003; Gosling et al., 1998].

This structure seems to be in agreement from a timing point of view with the arrival time of the ICME of this
study at such distances. This arrival time is consistent with that from the CDPP propagation tool. On the other
hand, the WSA-ENLIL + Cone simulation does not simulate the ICME passing New Horizons. However, if the
ICME simulated by this latest model at 30 AU was a little larger in longitudinal width, the ICME would hit New
Horizons on the 8 February 2015, ~15 days after the low-density cavity signature observed by New Horizons.
We note again that the WSA-ENLIL + Cone extended to 35 AU does not account for the slowdown of the solar
wind as interstellar material is picked up. Therefore, this simulation should be taken as merely an indication in
order to help in the ICME identification.

2.9. Voyager 2

As seen in Figure 1, if the ICME traveled by Pluto, there is the possibility that the ICME, or a MIR formed by
this ICME, could have reached Voyager 2. This spacecraft is currently more than 110 AU from the Sun,
within the heliosheath. Figure 10 displays Voyager 2 data from 2014 to mid-2016. Two MIRs are clearly iden-
tified, in mid-August 2015 and end-March 2016 (the latter is bracketed by the red vertical bars), from the
variations of the dynamic pressure connected with a decrease of GCR. While the first MIR was observed
too early to be associated with the ICME studied here, the second event is a plausible association. The
arrival time at Voyager 2 is calculated following the same approach as in Liu et al. [2014]. We start from
the possible event at New Horizons at the end of January 2015 and the Voyager 2 position in the range
110–111 AU. Then, assuming a constant speed of ~400 ± 20 km/s up to the termination shock at
~82 ± 2 AU and 85 ± 15% of this value after this point [Liu et al., 2014], we estimated that the travel time
was 375 ± 47 days after leaving the Sun, leading to an arrival time at Voyager 2 between late December
2015 and late March 2016.

3. Forbush Decreases Detected at Mars, Comet 67P, and Saturn

A FD is a temporary reduction in the galactic cosmic ray flux, typically with a sudden onset and rapid decrease
followed by a more gradual recovery [Forbush, 1938]. FDs are now recognized as a consequence of the pas-
sage of ICMEs and their associated shocks [e.g., Cane, 2000, and references therein]. In particular, if the shock
and ejecta are intercepted by an observer, a two-step decrease may be observed [e.g., Richardson and Cane,

Figure 10. Voyager 2 data from 2014 to mid-2016 within the heliosheath.
(top) The measured dynamic pressure. (bottom) The GCRs with energies
higher than 70 MeV. The two red vertical bars denote the event related to
the ICME.
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2011, Figure 1]. The first step occurs in the turbulent field region in the sheath following the shock; the
resulting intensity-time profile is a linear decline during sheath passage followed by a recovery [e.g.,
Wibberenz et al., 1998]. The second step occurs with the arrival of the ICME. Minimum cosmic ray
intensities are usually observed within this structure, due to the at least partially closed-field line geometry
of the ICME as evidenced by the frequent presence of bidirectional suprathermal electron flows
suggesting that magnetic field lines are rooted at the Sun at both ends [e.g., Gosling et al., 1987]. An
extended recovery then occurs as the observer remains in the wake of the outward propagating shock. As
a result, the characteristic recovery time of a FD is larger for ICMEs associated with shocks. If the ICME
alone is intercepted, but not the shock, then just the first step is observed followed by a recovery
[Richardson and Cane, 2011, Figure 1].

Forbush decreases have been observed in the outer Solar System by Ulysses, Pioneers 10 and 11, and
Voyagers 1 and 2. For example, Bothmer et al. [1997] described several decreases of between 7 and 12%
observed in June 1993 to February 1994 at 3.5–4.6 AU during the first solar orbit of Ulysses that could be asso-
ciated with ICMEs previously detected moving out through the inner heliosphere. They concluded that the
relatively weak shocks present did not strongly influence the GCR intensity, and minimum intensities were
found inside the ICMEs. Moreover, short episodes of enhanced GCR intensity were observed inside the
ICMEs at times when bidirectional suprathermal electron fluxes disappeared, suggesting that GCRs could
favorably access the ICMEs along open magnetic field lines. Van Allen and Fillius [1992] studied the propaga-
tion of an ICME that was launched on 11 June 1991 even further into the deep outer Solar System by analyz-
ing the associated FDs observed at Earth, at 34 AU by Pioneer 11, at 53 AU by Pioneer 10, and most likely at
46 AU by Voyager 1. In this way, they inferred an apparent radial speed of 820 km/s that was independent of
heliocentric distance, while the FD was found to have a similar size (~20%) between 1 and 53 AU over a helio-
centric ecliptic longitude extent of at least 173°. The recent systematic exploration of solar system bodies has
enabled FDs to be studied more comprehensively at different heliocentric distances. For instance, FDs have
been observed by the MSL mission both in transit to Mars [Zeitlin et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2015a] and on the
Martian surface [Guo et al., 2015b], by Mars Odyssey [Zeitlin et al., 2010] in orbit at Mars, by Rosetta in orbit
at comet 67P (this article), and by Cassini in orbit at Saturn [Roussos et al., 2011]. Thus, although space weather
is not the main objective of the instrumentation on these missions, changes in GCR rates associated with FDs
constitute a powerful tool to identify solar wind transient structures throughout the heliosphere.

Figure 11 displays the four FDs identified in this study at different locations in the solar system associated
with the same ICME. It is important to note here that the radiation monitors used in this study are not dedi-
cated GCR sensors. Instead, changes in the background counts of these instruments due to the interaction of
very energetic GCRs with the spacecraft/instrument (the GCR spectrum peaks at around ~1 GeV [e.g.,
Lockwood and Webber, 1996]) are used as proxies for the flux of GCRs. A summary of the timing of each
decrease and a quantitative description of Figure 11 (top) are presented in Table 2. In order to compare
the evolution of the FDs at Mars (1.4 AU), comet 67P (3.1 AU), and Saturn (9.9 AU), the decreases previously
shown separately in Figures 6–8 have been plotted together in Figure 11 (top). The GCR intensity-time
profiles have been aligned at the onset of each decrease, and the magnitudes have been normalized to
the maximum intensity of each onset, to allow for the different sensors used in this study. We only show
one channel for each instrument, although once normalized, every energy channel in SREM/Rosetta and in
HEND/Mars Odyssey shows almost the same modulation, presumably because the backgrounds in each
channel are due to GCRs penetrating the instruments. As a consequence, we consider that it is reasonable
to compare the relative decrease, the duration of the FD, and the slope of the decrease at different locations
although we recognize that one should be cautious about reading too much into the FD sizes at different
locations due to the different instruments used.

The red and green profiles (Figure 11, top) denote the Martian data. We note that since the GCR intensity is
only weakly attenuated in the Martian atmosphere, both MSL (green) and Mars Odyssey (red) recorded the
FD [e.g., Guo et al., 2015b]. The onset in each case is identified as the instant when the largest decrease starts.
This is most likely associated with shock passage. However, it is also evident that at Mars, there is a previous
small decrease a day before the onset, suggesting that this may have been a two-step decrease, in which case
both a shock and ICME (associated with the larger second decrease) may have passed Mars. On the other
hand, this early decrease is of similar size to the fluctuations seen generally in the data in Figure 11, (top),
so this two-step interpretation is not conclusive.
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At comet 67P (black profile), the possible two-step signature is less obvious than at Mars. Since both bodies
were perfectly aligned at that time (see Figure 1a), the same part of the ICME body is expected to have
crossed both places. Therefore, if a shock (from the GCR point of view) is not observed at comet 67P, it could
be for two reasons: the leading edge of the ICME disturbance has already interacted with the high-speed
stream and no longer has a clear shock, or the possible shock at Mars was an artifact of the natural variation
of the data. Nevertheless, this possibility has been included in Table 2 for reference. What is clearly observed
at comet 67P is a small precursor increase prior to the onset of the FD. This precursor enhancement is the
result of a reflection of GCR particles from the main body of the ICME motion [e.g., Cane, 2000]. The onset
for comet 67P has been considered to match the background level of GCR when the decrease starts, avoiding

Figure 11. (top) Forbush decrease comparison between Mars in orbit (red), Mars at the surface (green), comet 67P in orbit
(black), and Saturn in orbit (blue). The data were normalized for a better comparison of the relative decreases, expressed in
percent change from the intensity immediately preceding the decrease. The onset (time zero on the abscissa) corresponds
to the ICME ejecta passage at each location. (bottom) Neutron monitor counting rates as a proxy for GCR at the Earth’s
surface at eight different locations, i.e., McMurdo-Antarctica (lat 77.9°S, lon 166.6°E) in black, Swarthmore-Pennsylvania/
Newark-Delaware (lat 39.9°N/39.7°N, lon 75.4°W/75.7°W) in blue, South Pole-Antarctica (lat 90°S) in green, Thule-Greenland
(lat 76.5°N, lon 68.7°W) in light blue, Fort Smith-Canada (lat 60.0°N, lon 111.9°W) in red, Peawanuck-Canada (lat 55.0°N, lon
85.4°W) in magenta, Nain-Canada (lat 56.5°N, lon 61.7°W) in yellow, and Inuvik-Canada (lat 68.4°N, lon 133.7°W) in grey.

Table 2. Characteristics of the Forbush Decreases at Mars, Comet 67P, and Saturn. Data:a

Possible Shock
(Start of the Sheath

Passage) (UT)

Start of the ICME
Ejecta Passage (CME
Plasma Body) (UT)

End of the
Forbush

Decrease (UT)

Magnitude of Decrease
(Related to the ICME

Body) (%)

Duration of the
Decrease (hour)

Slope of the
Decreases
(%/hour)

Mars MSL 16 Oct 2014 T18:11 17 Oct 2014 T20:09 19 Oct 2014 T04:56 19 ~33 0.57
Mars Odyssey 16 Oct 2014 T18:05 17 Oct 2014 T18:15 19 Oct 2014 T08:35 23 ~38.5 0.60

Comet 67P 22 Oct 2014 T09:50 22 Oct 2014 T14:24 25 Oct 2014 T02:40 17 ~60 0.28
Saturn 12 Nov 2014 T18:30 15 Nov 2014 T10:30 16 Nov 2014 T21:20 15 ~98.5 0.15

aMSL RAD Data (E Sensor). HEND DHD medium detector. Rosetta SREM channel 6. Cassini-Huygens MIMI channel E6.
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the previous small enhancement. Regarding Saturn, the FD (blue profile) is manifested with a different struc-
ture mainly due to two different reasons. The first is that Saturn is not aligned with Mars and comet 67P, being
hit by a different part of the ICME structure (Saturn being close to the nose of the ICME). The second is that the
heliocentric distance is much larger than at Mars and comet 67P, and, therefore, the transient structure
should have been modified by the ICME expansion throughout the solar system. As mentioned in the
previous section, two slopes are visible within the decrease in GCR as measured by Cassini. The first slope
could be associated with the shock transit and the second with the ejecta. Since both steps in the decrease
last for more than 2 days, we identify the onset of the profile (Figure 11, top) with the starting point of the
first-step decrease. As for the four profiles shown in this figure, the GCR intensity (y axis) has been normalized
with respect to the onset magnitude of each single event, such that only differences in the FD due to the pas-
sage of the ICME are assessed, such as differences in the decrease intensity, in the slope of the decrease, or in
the time of the recovery phase.

Figure 11 (top) and Table 2 indicate that the closer to the Sun, the deeper, shorter, and steeper the decreases
are. These characteristics are associated with the nature of the ICME because the slope of the FD depends on
its properties, such as the size of the magnetic structure, the intensity of the magnetic field, or its radial extent
[e.g., Cane et al., 1993; Blanco et al., 2013]. As expected, both Mars stations measure the same kind of
decrease: FD duration, slope, and recovery time are in very good agreement. The only difference is the depth
of the decrease, as MSL recorded a ~19% reduction in the GCR at the surface of the planet, and Mars Odyssey,
based on neutron measurements, a ~23% reduction in orbit. These numbers should be seen as a lower limit,
since the atmosphere changes the GCR spectra and has a cutoff energy for incoming particles. Focusing on
Mars and comet 67P, which were perfectly aligned, the decrease depths are of the same order in both places
(~17% measured by Rosetta and ~19% measured by the MSL). The main difference lies on the slope of the
decrease, which is steeper at Mars. This is directly related to the longer duration of the decrease at comet
67P (~60 h), nearly double the durations at both Mars’ stations (~35 h). The variation in the slope of the
decrease is directly associated with the decrease in speed of the ICME from 1.4 to 3.1 AU, as well as a larger
radial extent. Regarding Saturn, some differences are observed. Saturn was impacted by the center of the
ICME, and a two-step FD was measured due first to the shock and second to the ejecta. This is different from
Mars and comet 67P which most probably only met the ejecta, or if there was a previous shock, it was travel-
ing very close to the ICME body at both positions. Furthermore, the ICME arrived at Saturn about a month
later. Therefore, the properties of the ICME could have changed at large solar distance, where the SIRs and
the background solar wind are able to assimilate the ICMEs and erode them. Moreover, the magnetic field
of the ICMEs tends to diminish with the distance due to the ICME expansion, resulting in a smaller FD in inten-
sity. However, a very strong FD was observed by Cassini, which is the manifestation of a strong inner
magnetic structure traveling with marked signatures. The decrease in depth (~15%) is slightly smaller than
at Mars and comet 67P, most probably due to the previous explanation. A 15% decrease indicates a robust
magnetic structure (flux rope) inside the ICME at the Saturn distance. The slope is clearly less steep, in agree-
ment with a slower speed (see next section), and the recovery time is the longest, being about a month after
the ICME transited the planet. Finally, a prolonged enhancement in the GCR background commenced several
days before the decrease, seen in the four profiles. This enhancement is not due to the ICME propagation
because as seen, for example, in the case of Mars, this occurs before the ICME was launched. Therefore, it
can be concluded that this peculiar characteristic is due to the solar wind modulation of the GCR and not
to the ICME propagation because the same variations are seen at three different locations.

Finally, in order to confirm the link between this ICME and the FDs, we have checked the GCR measured at
Earth’s surface with the Bartol Neutron Monitor Network at eight different locations (Figure 11, bottom).
None of these stations observed any kind of signal that could be associated with a FD, which indicates that
the ICME did not reach Earth and also corroborates the fact that the decreases studied in this paper are asso-
ciated with this ICME and not another source.

4. ICME Speed

The evolution of ICME propagation speeds with heliocentric distance is not well understood, in particular in
the outer solar system. The dynamics of an ICME is determined by the Lorentz force, the gravitational force,
and drag forces due to the interaction of the ICME with the solar wind [e.g., Cargill, 2004]. The drag force can
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be considered as the predominant force affecting the propagation. As a result, the factors that affect the
travel time are mostly the density, size, initial speed of the ICME, and the difference between the ICME and
ambient solar wind speed. In this study, the ICME propagation speeds have been obtained from in situ
measurements and from precise timing of between observations, and eventually compared to the
simulations. Figure 12 shows the ICME speed as a function of radial distance, as extracted from the WSA-
ENLIL + Cone simulation along three radial lines: one on the flank of the ICME reaching Mars, comet 67P,
and New Horizons at �86° longitude and 2° latitude (in red); the second on the flank reaching Venus and
Stereo-A at 170° longitude and �6° latitude (in cyan); and the center of the ICME reaching Saturn at �174°
longitude and �2° latitude (in black). The speed profiles exhibit a strong decrease from about 1000 to

Figure 12. Simulated and observed solar wind speeds at several locations. The speed at the Sun is obtained from LASCO
observations, and the NewHorizons speeds are solar wind speed observations taken around the estimated arrival time. The
three profiles indicate the speed of the center and of both ICME flanks derived from theWSA-ENLIL + Cone simulations. The
symbols denote the measured speeds at each location, and the color codes are the same as the color of the simulation
curve that crosses each body. Average speeds between the solar system bodies encountered by the ICME are represented
with a horizontal black line. For example, the average speed is 560 km/s between 3.1 and 9.9 AU, as indicated in Table 4.

Table 3. Observed Background Solar Wind Speeds and Observed and Modeled ICME Speeds at Several Locationsa

Location
Heliocentric
Distance (AU)

Measured Background
Solar Wind Speed (km/s)

Measured ICME Speed
(km/s)

Modeled ICME Speed With
WSA-ENLIL + Cone Model (km/s)

Solar ejection ~0 Not available 850 ± 200 at 21.5 R⨀ 1015
Venus 0.72 Not available Not available 625
STEREO-A 0.96 300 660 550
Mars 1.41 450–500 647 625
Comet 67P 3.13 400 550 500
Saturn 9.94 Not available Not available 500
New Horizons 31.49 380–400 420–450 450

aThe solar ejection speed is obtained from a GCS fit to SOHO LASCO and STEREO A coronagraph observations, and the New Horizons solar wind speed is
observed around the possible ICME arrival time (DOY 021–029 2015).
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580 km/s within 1.5 AU, followed by a gradual decrease down to about 450–500 km/s at ~15 AU. From there,
the profiles are almost constant. The profile toward Mars (red line) does not decrease as fast because the
western flank of the ICME was riding on a high-speed stream (Figure 3). Conversely, the STEREO-A/Venus
profile (in blue) decreases faster because the eastern flank was in relatively slow solar wind. Figure 12 also
shows the individual data points of the ICME speed from in situ measurements (symbols, see Table 3 for
the values), together with the mean value of the speed obtained from the precise arrival times at each
body (black horizontal lines, see Table 4 for the values). At STEREO-A, the ICME speed was measured by
the PLASTIC instrument. At Mars, the ICME speed measurements were performed by ASPERA-3 on board
Mars Express when it was transiting the solar wind (Figure 6). At comet 67P, the ICME speed was derived
from the analysis of ion counts recorded by the Ion Composition Analyzer (ICA) sensor [Nilsson et al., 2007]
in the RPC package on board Rosetta. The speed was derived from the energy of the proton spectra, and a
maximum speed of about 550 km/s was determined (Figure 7). At Saturn, at the time of writing, no
information about speeds is available. The Cassini instruments are not optimized for speed measurements
in the solar wind, and estimation methods are still under development. The range of speeds shown for
New Horizons corresponds to the solar wind speeds observed in a window around the estimated arrival
time. As mentioned in section 2.8, we did not identify any clear signature of a large ICME that had timing
consistent with the inner heliospheric and solar observations. As seen in Figure 12, in general, spacecraft
measurements agree well with the simulation, to within 50–100 km/s.

This is also seen in Table 3 which compares the in situ ambient solar wind and ICME speeds, if observed, and
the speed of the ICME in the WSA-ENLIL + Cone model. The ambient solar wind values were derived from the
velocity profiles in Figures 5–7 and 9, just before each spacecraft was hit by the ICME. In situ measurements
indicate that the ICME speeds are always higher than the ambient solar wind speeds at 1, 1.4, and 3.1 AU. In
particular, farther from the Sun, the difference between the ICME and the ambient solar wind speeds
decreases, in our case from 360 km/s at STEREO-A, ~150–200 km/s at Mars, and 150 km/s at comet 67P.
This explains why the ICME decelerated most rapidly at small heliocentric distances. We note that at Mars
and comet 67P, there was a high-speed stream present when the western flank of the ICME arrived, so at
these locations, the ambient solar wind speed was obtained ahead of the fast stream. At 10 AU, the solar wind
speeds from the WSA-ENLIL + Cone model reach ~500 km/s (Figure 3). Therefore, the inferred ICME speed
seems to be approaching the background solar wind speed between 3 and 10 AU, consistent with the
ICME speed decreasing due to the drag force until it eventually almost reaches the speed of the solar wind.
At 31.5 AU, the solar wind profile shows only few small rises in velocity of ~50 km/s above the ambient speed
which, as discussed in section 2.8, could be associated with the forward shock of ICMEs or MIRs.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this study, we have analyzed the journey of an ICME and its respective passages past STEREO-A, Mars,
comet 67P, and Saturn, which were clearly identified. The ICME must have hit Venus, although unfortunately
the Venus Express payload was switched off due to the superior conjunction, and the spacecraft engineering
data do not show any conclusive signal. Some signature of the ICMEmay also have been observed at Mercury
(see the supporting information), as indicated by the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry,
and Ranging (MESSENGER) data [Lawrence et al., 2016].

We have attempted to follow the ICME traveling within the outer heliosphere well beyond Saturn and
potentially hitting the New Horizons and Voyager 2 spacecraft. The identification of the ICME in the New

Table 4. Mean Speed Between Two Successive Locations, Based On the Timing of Shock/ICME Encountersa

Segment Travel Distance (AU) Travel Time (Days) Mean Speed (km/s)

Sun-STEREO-A 0.96 2.06 660
Sun-Mars 1.41 3.17 770
Mars-comet 67P 1.72 4.73 630
Comet 67P-Saturn 6.81 21.10 560
Saturn-New Horizons 21.55 74 504

aThe New Horizons parameters are taken around the possible arrival time.
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Horizons data is not straightforward since there is no magnetometer, although we suggest that a cavity
evident in the plasma data may be a signature of the ICME. The unclear and ambiguous identification could
be due to the ICME being eroded on its flank, to being completely assimilated into the surrounding solar
wind, or because the ICME missed New Horizons, as the WSA-ENLIL + Cone simulation suggests. A possible
identification in the Voyager 2 data is proposed. All the events are simulated using the WSA-ENLIL + Cone
solar wind model, which has been tuned specifically for this study to allow for a detailed modeling of the
characteristics of this ICME. Its predictions of the arrival times throughout the solar system compare quite
well with the observations. An excellent match is also found for arrival time estimates made using the
online CDPP tool.

We are convinced that the observations spread in space and time are related to the same ICME, at least until
10 AU, for the following reasons. First, CME catalogues for the month of October 2014 indicate that there
were no other large ICMEs propagating in the direction of Mars/Saturn/Pluto in that timeframe.
Additionally, a unique time-dependent WSA-ENLIL + Cone simulation was performed in which 138 CMEs
were included in the simulation interval of 6 months. The simulation results for other CMEs occurring near
in time to the 14 October CME were carefully analyzed and determined not to have produced the ICME sig-
natures of this study. Moreover, two propagation models were employed to compare the observed ICMEs
with the parent CME inserted into the models, and the excellent agreement between both models and the
observed ICME arrival times gives confidence in this association. Finally, the almost perfect comparison of
the Forbush decreases at Mars and at the comet 67P gives a complementary indication that the same
ICME was detected at both places.

The main advances of this study are summarized as follows.

1. Three main properties of the ICME and its propagation are derived in this study from the multispacecraft
observations (that are not based only on data acquired at 1 AU, as is usually the case): (a) the large angular
extension (of at least 116°) of the ICME inferred from data acquired by the spacecraft separated widely in
longitude; (b) the speed of the ICME as a function of heliocentric distance, including for the nose and for
both flanks. The information on the speed comes from individual measurements (at Stereo-A, Mars,
Rosetta and New Horizons) and also from the precise timing of the ICME detection at every location;
and (c) the magnetic field structure of the ICME at four different locations from 1 to 10 AU.

2. The ICME speed data allow two different solar wind propagation models to be validated/calibrated.

3. The comparison of Forbush decreases due to the same ICME at three locations widely separated in
longitude and heliocentric distance is novel.

4. The same ICME is tracked at six different solar system locations at ~1, 1.4, 3, 10, 30, and 110 AU, with data
acquired by nine spacecraft. While there have been a few multispacecraft studies of ICMEs in the past, we
do not believe that any have involved so many spacecraft over this range of distance. In addition, the use
of so many spacecraft and instruments is not very usual in planetary sciences.

In addition, associating an ICME with its parent CME is not always straightforward, especially at large
distances from the Sun. This becomes important when one wants to study the effects of ICMEs on planetary
atmospheres. In this article, we show an excellent example of how combining multiple spacecraft observa-
tions and modeling can lead to a plausible ICME-CME association out to at least 10 AU.

Also, this study provides the space weather context for a unique and important planetary event, the comet
Siding Spring encounter with Mars. The ICME under study hit Mars about 44 h before the closest approach
of the comet to Mars. Although the Martian atmosphere might have been expected to have recovered from
this impact during this interval, disturbances due to the ICME may have lasted longer, as is evident, for exam-
ple, in the SEP profiles (Figure 6c). Thus, the interpretation of cometary particle effects on the Mars’ atmo-
sphere at the time of the Siding Spring comet encounter should consider the lingering effects of the ICME
passage. Models have shown that the cometary effects on the Martian atmosphere can be similar to those
from extreme solar wind conditions or an ICME event [Wang et al., 2016].

Some lessons can be learned from this study: Three other spacecraft (Dawn, Venus Express, and Spitzer) are
likely to have been hit by this ICME based on the ENLIL model, although unfortunately no scientific data
were available due to the fact that they were either not taking data during the cruise phase, behind the
Sun, or not equipped for space weather studies. First, we emphasize the importance of a space weather
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monitoring package, including a magnetometer, to be embarked in all planetary and astronomical missions
as a basic payload requirement. Second, it is recommended that plasma instruments continue to operate
during solar superior conjunctions, even if only at a very low data rate, or continue to acquire data for
later download.

Possible follow-up studies include detailed analysis of the ICME impact on the Mars and comet 67P plasma
environments and their comparison. Also, the New Horizons data could be revisited after a more thorough
analysis of the whole solar wind data set has been made and further updates to the numerical simulations
of ICME propagation. More information on ICME properties can probably be obtained from a thorough review
of these data sets. For example, we suspect that the evolution of the radial extension of the ICME could be
inferred from the Forbush decrease data.

Appendix A: Instrumentation Used in This Study

In this section, a brief description of the instrumentation used in this study is provided as follows.

1. SOHO-LASCO (Figure 2). The Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph experiment (LASCO) on the
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft [Domingo et al., 1995]. It consists of three
coronagraphs C1, C2, and C3 that together image the solar corona in visible light from 1.1 to
30 R⨀ (C1: 1.1–3 R⨀, C2: 1.5–6 R⨀, and C3: 3.7–30 R⨀) [Brueckner et al., 1995]. For this study, only
C2 and C3 are used.

2. SDO-AIA (Figure 2). The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) of the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)
satellite views of the solar corona in X-rays, taking multiple simultaneous high-resolution full-disk images
of the corona and transition region up to 0.5 R⨀ above the solar limb with 1.5 arcsec spatial resolution
and 12 s temporal resolution [Lemen et al., 2012]. In this study, the AIA 131 Å band is used, which is domi-
nated by two Fe VIII lines at 130.94 and at 131.24 Å, respectively. This band typically samples the flaring
regions of the Sun’s atmosphere.

3. STEREO-A-SECCHI EUVI (Figure 2). The Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI) of the Sun-Earth Connection
Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI) is on board the STEREO-A spacecraft. Observations in
the 195 Å band pass, which is sensitive to the Fe XII ionization state of iron, are used in this study.

4. PROBA-2-SWAP (Figure 2). The Sun Watcher using Active Pixel System detector and Image Processing
(SWAP) on board the Project for Onboard Autonomy 2 (PROBA-2) is a telescope that provides images
of the solar corona at about 17.4 nm, a band pass that corresponds to a temperature of roughly
1,000,000°, with a cadence of 1 image per 1–2 min, and field of view (FOV) of 54 arcmin.

5. PROBA-2-LYRA (Figure 2). The Lyman-Alpha Radiation Monitor (LYRA) on board the Project for Onboard
Autonomy 2 (PROBA-2) is a solar X and UV filter photometer [Dominique et al., 2013]. It monitors the solar
irradiance in four pass bands relevant to solar physics, space weather, and aeronomy. This work has used
the aluminum filter channel (170–800 Å), which includes the He II line at 30.4 nm, and the zirconium filter
channel (60–200 Å), which rejects the He II line.

6. STEREO-A-IMPACT/PLASTIC (Figures 5 and 12). STEREO-A beacon magnetic field data from In situ
Measurements of Particles and CME Transients (IMPACT) and solar wind proton speed, density, and
temperature from PLAsma and SupraThermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC). During the period of this
study, STEREO-A was in a lower telemetry state and the beacon data were written to the onboard
recorder. These data were later downloaded in January 2016 when normal operations resumed,
providing retrospective coverage of this period.

7. VENUS EXPRESS-housekeeping data (section 2.5). Engineering data from Venus Express while the space-
craft was in solar superior conjunction. The data analyzed include star tracker background noise, space-
craft temperatures, etc.

8. MAVEN-MAG (Figure 6a, 6b, and 6i). The magnetic field instrument on board MAVEN consists of two
fluxgate magnetometers that acquired data at 32 vector samples per second with a measured maximum
of ±512 nT in the primary range (±2048 nT in the secondary range) giving it an approximate digital reso-
lution of 8 pT [Connerney et al., 2015; Espley et al., 2015].

9. MAVEN-SEP (Figure 6c). The Solar Energetic Particle Instrument (SEP) on board MAVEN consists of two
sensors, each consisting of a pair of double-ended solid-state telescopes, measuring electrons and ions
over the energy ranges ~30–1000 keV and ~30–12,000 keV/nuc, respectively (only the ion flux of
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telescope 1 is used in this work). The SEP sensors are mounted on two corners of the top deck of the
spacecraft positioned to ensure that the fields of view (FOVs) adequately cover the canonical Parker
spiral direction (around which solar energetic particle distributions are typically centered) (MAVEN-SEP
technical note).

10. MAVEN-dynamic pressure (Figure 6d). Key parameter from the MAVEN database. http://ppi.pds.nasa.
gov/newrelease/datasetlist.jsp?id=65

11. MARS EXPRESS-ASPERA-3 (Figures 6e, 6f, and 12). Analyzer of Space Plasmas and Energetic Neutral
Atoms (ASPERA-3) instrument [Barabash et al., 2006] on board Mars Express [Chicarro et al., 2004]. In this
study, data from the ion mass analyzer (IMA) is used. The instrument samples ions across the energy
range 10 eV/q–30 keV/q and is able to mass resolve the main ion species within the Martian plasma
environment (masses of 1, 2, 4, 16, and 32 amu/q). The energy resolution is 7% and the FOV is 90°
(polar) × 360° (azimuth). Sampling across the polar FOV is broken into 16 elevation steps (�45° to
+45°), with a single step taking 12 s and a full FOV scan taking 192 s.

12. MSL-RAD (Figures 6h and 11, top). The Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) on board the Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL) mission [Hassler et al., 2012] allows the identification of GCRs and SEPs that contribute
to the radiation exposure on the surface of Mars. RAD provides differential fluxes in limited energy
ranges, about 10–100 MeV/nuc for protons and helium, and integral fluxes of ions with higher energies
in two different detectors. The RAD dynamic range covers the LET (the energy lost in an infinite volume
of water) range from 0.2 to approximately 1000 keV/μm. RAD also measures neutrons and γ rays with
energies from ∼5 to 100 MeV. This study only shows data from the plastic scintillator detector.

13. Mars Odyssey-HEND (Figures 6g and 11, top). The High Energy Neutron Detector (HEND) [Boynton et al.,
2004] on board the Mars Odyssey spacecraft allows the identification of GCRs and SEPs in orbit around
Mars. The HEND instrument is composed of five separate sensors that provide measurements of neu-
trons in the energy range from 0.4 MeV up to 15 MeV [Zeitlin et al., 2010]. Two detectors are used in this
work, the Outer Scintillator (an anticoincidence detector) in channels 9–16 and the Medium Detector
(MD) which is a 14 mm thick moderator sensitive to neutrons. Both detectors provide information on
minor to moderate solar particle events.

14. Rosetta-MAG (Figures 7a, 7b, and 7d). The magnetometer (MAG) on board Rosetta spacecraft is one of
the five sensors that form the Rosetta Plasma Consortium (RPC) [Carr et al., 2007]. It consists of two ultra-
light triaxial fluxgate magnetometer sensors which mounted close to the tip of the 1.5 m long spacecraft
boom and 15 cm closer to the spacecraft on the same boom [Glassmeier et al., 2007a].

15. Rosetta-ICA (Figures 7f and 12). The Ion Composition Analyzer (ICA) [Nilsson et al., 2007] is one of the five
sensors that constitute the Rosetta Plasma Consortium (RPC) package on board Rosetta spacecraft, and it
is identical to the IMA instrument on board Mars Express. It measures the three-dimensional velocity
distribution and mass distribution of positive ions.

16. Rosetta-SREM (Figure 7c, 7e, and 11, top). The Standard Radiation Environment Monitor (SREM) on board
Rosetta is a solid state detector that measures both electrons with energies from 300 keV to 6 MeV and
protons with energies from 10 to 300 MeV, and bins the measurements in overlapping energy channels
[Mohammadzadeh et al., 2003; Evans et al., 2008].

17. CASSINI-Mag (Figures 8a, 8b, and 8e). The magnetometer on board the Cassini spacecraft at Saturn
consists of a fluxgate magnetometer operating at 32 vectors/second [Dougherty et al., 2004]. Oneminute
averages are employed in this paper.

18. CASSINI-LEMMS/MIMI (Figures 8c and 8d). The Magnetosphere Imaging Instrument (MIMI) [Krimigis et al.,
2004] on board Cassini is an instrument that detects energetic neutral and charged particles. MIMI
consists of three different sensors, and in this study the data set from the LEMMS (Low Energy
Magnetospheric Measurement System) sensor is exploited. LEMMS’s high-energy telescope channels
can respond to instrument penetrating GCR. In this study, we used channel E6 (energies between
1600 and 21000 keV) with data 1 h averaged and with rates nonbackground subtracted. These channels
are therefore MeV electron channels with a background level modulated by penetrating GCRs.

19. New Horizons-SWAP (Figures 9 and 12). Solar Wind Around Pluto (SWAP) instrument on board New
Horizons spacecraft. The SWAP instrument is a top-hat electrostatic analyzer (ESA) with a 10° by 276°
FOV and two Channel Electron Multiplier (CEM) detectors [McComas et al., 2008]. Analysis of the count
rate energy distributions to produce the solar wind parameters used in this paper is described by
Elliott et al. [2016].
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20. Voyager 2-PLS (Figure 10). The plasma experiment (PLS) consists of four Faraday cups, three of which
look in the solar wind direction, from which the plasma density, speed, temperature, and dynamic
pressure are derived.

21. Voyager 2-CRS (Figure 10). The Cosmic Ray Subsystem (CRS) instrument on board Voyager 2 provides
GCR data for energies higher than 70 MeV.

22. Bartol Neutron Monitor Network (Figure 11, bottom). Bartol Research Institute currently operates eight
neutron monitors placed on the surface of the Earth in order to form a complete picture of cosmic rays
in space. Themonitors are strategically located to provide precise, real-time, three-dimensional measure-
ments of the cosmic ray angular distribution.

23. MESSENGER-MAG (SI). The Magnetometer (MAG) on the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment,
GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) mission is a low-noise, tri-axial, and fluxgate instrument. For
Mercury operation, the resolution is 0.047 nT [Anderson et al., 2007].
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